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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Swedish philosopher Nick Bostrom (born 1973) developed  his idea of Existential Risks in 

2001 with his seminal work entitled “Existential risks: Analyzing Human Extinction 

Scenarios and Related Hazards”. Among others, the nooclastic threat originated by a 

possible computer simulation is that the simulation may be shut down at any time. Bostrom 

also dedicated a specific formal essay for this threat with ”are you living in a computer 

simulation?” , published in Philosophical Quarterly (2003), Vol. 53.  Bostrom defines this 

risk as “bang risk” ( sudden end of life) even if, conceptually, it appears correct to say that 

simulation threat could be also seen as a “crunch threat” ( progressive system errors in 

simulation due to external causes such as software virus for example). 

The aim of this research is to describe the simulation argument, speculate on it and try to 

find theoretical possible responses to the issue considering, bona fidae, simulation as a 

reality. Specifically, the first part of this paper will consider some contemporary movie 

descriptions of  simulation issue; The  central part will study the major philosophical 

approaches to the simulation issue, from Plato’s Cave Allegory to Feurbach 

demystification of “alterity” to more recent philosophers and logicians. A first result coming 

from this philosophical brainstorming is that the concept of simulated reality seems to be 

normally emplaced in “technological mindscapes”.  

In the third part the paper will try to find out possible defensive or protective approaches to 

simulation issue. 

The methodology  used is a bottom up, inductive and holistic approach,  in order to  reach 

a general organic vision on the topic.  

The analysis made on the simulation concept has been a diachronic analysis, using 

several philosophical and logical tools in order to deconstruct and reconstruct the 

simulation idea itself. 
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The conclusion reached in this paper is that the argument is, at our  current stage of 

technological development, in principle irrefutable, but useful to study as actual threat in 

order to develop a initial capacity to react as human race. In this sense, it is possible to 

individuate some institutions and organizations that could be used in a possible 

“emulation” effort in order to save human scenario: CERN, NSA and NASA could be 

considered starting international “hubs” for emulation purposes. In this context, Military 

Role could be traced in coordination at operational level, through “C4ISTAR concept” 

experiences. New technologies (such as QUBIT Computers and Moletronics) could 

technically support the global emulation effort for mankind and its enormous computational 

issues. 

In the final appendix of this research, “technocracy” of new emulation  regional powers has 

been finally analysed. In this sense, the new possible risk traced is that “emulation 

installed capacity” could generate a potential global destruction scenario if geopolitics and 

international law of the future will not develop appropriate tools to manage the future 

impact of this technology. 
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INTRODUCTION : 

Julius Caesar and the “TV Argument”.  

A Quantum Leap in Technological Awareness. 

“Like the polyps that over time create coral reefs, the many generations of 
humans that have come before us have built up a vast technological 

infrastructure. Our habitat is now largely one of human making. The fact of technological 
progress is also in a sense humbling. It suggests that the 

most advanced technology we have today is extremely limited and 
primitive compared with what our descendants will have” 

 
(Do we live in a computer simulation ? Nick Bostrom. New Scientist, Vol. 192,  
No. 2579, 19 November, pp. 38-39, 2006) 
 

52 BC, Gaul. It is a dark  night and it is starting raining. In the tent of Roman military leader 
Gaius Julius Caesar (13 July 100 BC– 15 March 44 BC) a young local  fool, captured by 

roman soldiers, is speaking about incredible things. He affirms that one day men of future 

will build little coloured  boxes called LCD and LED TVs in which other men are seen living 

their life, became old  and die after pursuits in incredible chariots without horses moving 

them and killing themselves with dark strange spears. These men will live in a land 

situated thousands of miles away from Gibraltar. Caesar says “He is just a fool. This is just 

impossible. Take him away” . What if tonight, in 2010, someone coming form year 3785 

will tell us that we are living in a simulation and so, in a certain way,  we are inside a  

coloured box? We live, became old in this box, we have pursuits in cars and we kill each 

other with guns. Just the box is global1

                                                 
1 A theoretical problem in this comparison is the fact that  we should assume that both images in 
canonical tv and men in a simulation box have no awareness of  fiction/simulation state. The 
problem is solved if we study the two situations from a third  impartial and “naïve” observatory like 
an ancient roman mindscape. 

. In the seminal article entitled Are You Living in a 

Computer Simulation?, in which there is a formal explanation of this argument,  Nick 

Bostrom argues  that there’s a good chance that  everyone you know and all the things 

that occupy this world are merely a part of a simulation run by a “posthuman” race.  

http://www.simulation-argument.com/computer.pdf�
http://www.simulation-argument.com/computer.pdf�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Republic�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar�
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Bostrom also affirms: 

“Personally, I assign less than 50% probability to the simulation hypothesis 

– rather something like 20%. However, this estimate is a subjective 

personal opinion and is not part of the simulation argument. My reason is 

that I believe that we lack strong evidence for or against any of the three 

disjuncts (1)-(3), so it makes sense to assign each of them a significant 

probability. 2

Bostrom in his Simulation argument says also that the existential risk in a simulation 

scenario is a  simulation “shut-down.” Natural perception is reluctant to this idea. In nature 

nothing “shuts down”. "Rien ne se perd, rien ne se crée" , according to 

 

Antoine-Laurent 
de Lavoisier (1743 – 1794), the father of modern chemistry and the first to outline the 

principle of conservation of mass. The doubts are so many and slippery. And, by the end, 

also nature can make jokes and have its risks. For example, according to 

Benny_Shannon - professor of cognitive psychology at the Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem - High on Mount Sinai, Moses was on psychedelic drugs when he heard God 

deliver the Ten Commandments: the psychedelic effects could have been produced by 

concoctions based on bark of the acacia tree, that is frequently mentioned in the Bible3

We don’t yet know if technology is, like the acacia tree, the new drug that gave 

psychedelic effects on our minds and world visualization.  Anyway it appears significant to 

study this argument, so profound and fascinating for us, and try to find out also theoretical 

solutions for  it. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 N. Bostrom,  web Page, FAQ on simulation. http://www.simulation-argument.com/ 

3 B. Shannon, Biblical Entheogens: a Speculative Hypothesis, Time and Mind, Volume 1, Number 
1, March 2008 , pp. 51-74. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Lavoisier�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Lavoisier�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fathers_of_scientific_fields#Chemistry�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benny_Shannon�
http://www.simulation-argument.com/�
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“man is what  appears to the astronomer, a tiny mass of impure carbon and water 
wandering on a  small and insignificant planet, or he is  what appears to Hamlet? Perhaps 
both things together? 
 
 

(B. Russell, History of Western Philosophy) 
 
 

 
 

 

Ideas, Typologies and Levels of  Simulations. 

1 

http://www.amazon.com/History-Western-Philosophy-Bertrand-Russell/dp/0671201581�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strange_Days_(film)�
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“Client wants a guy and two 
girls, the guy wears... yeah, I 
know, thinks he's being original. 
Girls have to be young.  So don't 
use your mother like you usually do. 
And no big tits... French tits.  That's it... 
like Champagne glasses... you got 
it.  What a pro.  Page me.” 

 
 

“I can get you what you want.  You 
  just have to talk to me.  I'm your 
  priest, your shrink, your main 
  connection to the switchboard of 
  souls.  I'm the Magic Man, the Santa 
  Claus of the Subconscious.  You say 
  it, you even think it, you can have 
  it.  You want a girl, you want two 
  girls?  I don't know what your thing 
  is or what you're curious about... 
  you want a guy?  You want to be a 
  girl... see what that feels like? 
  You want a nun to tie you up?  It's 
  all doable.” 
 
 

(LENNY, Quotations  from “Strange Days” Script) 
 

Strange Days script: a temporary simulated reality run by humans for humans 

Strange Days is a 1995 science fiction film directed by Kathryn Bigelow and produced and 

co-written by James Cameron .   

The main character of the movie is Lenny Nero, a man that deals in “S.Q.U.I.D.”( that is an 

acronym for Superconducting Quantum Interference Device). SQUID is a sort of drug of 

future: human experiences are recorded directly from the cerebral cortex which when 

played back through a MiniDisc-like device allow a user to experience all recorded sensory 

inputs as if actually doing it. 

It is important to signal that this idea of Simulated Reality here is more than a simple 

Virtual Reality:  users are “inside” the story and “feel the feelings”. So they do not 

distinguish between the experience and "true" reality.  

http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Strange-Days.html�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_fiction�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kathryn_Bigelow�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Cameron�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconducting_Quantum_Interference_Device�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_cortex�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MiniDisc�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_reality�
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So we could define this type of simulation as a temporary simulated reality run by humans 

for other humans.  

In this movie simulation is not controlled by a computer or by a “badly programmed super-

intelligence” but created, used, and controlled  by men for other men. In this sense, it could 

be a “positive” simulation, and it is a personal and temporary simulation. (TACTICAL 

LEVEL SIMULATION) .The  simulation in this case  it is also seen as medicine or drug for 

people with bad living conditions. A master scene of the movie is when a disabled man, 

paralyzed and sitting on a wheelchair,  feels his legs moving with running sensations on a 

beach using SQUID. 

It appears significant that just 15 years after this movie, journalist Charlie Sorrel  with the 

article  “Thought-Control Headset Reads Your Mind” 4 describes a real headset called 

“Emotiv EPOC 5

Of course this is not yet something comparable to sci-fi SQUID: this tool just infers 

personal states and does not create new emotional states and physical sensations. But it 

certainly  reduces the distance between sci-fi movies and reality. 

” being marketed as both a gaming device and as an aid for the disabled. 

It has 14 EEG electrodes to monitor brain activity, a gyroscope and a battery for 12 hours 

of use. This headset reads brain activity related to facial movements, and uses this to infer 

emotional state and intentions.   

The headset was also presented at CeBIT 2010 (Centrum der Büro- und 
Informationstechnik; German for "Centre of Office and Information technology"), the 

world's largest computer expo in Hannover, Germany.  

As mentioned at CEBIT 2010 by Prof. Dr. Annette Schavan, German Federal Minister for 

Education and Research “attention has to be focused on the computers we don’t see. 

Built-in computers, hidden away out of sight, are used to make our lives easier and safer in 

so many different ways. For example, they control the brakes on our vehicles, they 
                                                 
4 C. Sorrel, “Thought-Control Headset Reads Your Mind” , 02 march 2010 at url: 
http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2010/03/thought-control-headset-reads-you-mind/ 

5 Emotiv Systems is an Australian electronics company developing brain–computer interfaces 
based on electroencephalography (EEG) technology. Emotiv Systems was founded in 2003 by four 
scientists and executives: neuroscientist Professor Allan Snyder, chip-designer Neil Weste, and 
technology entrepreneurs Tan Le. 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/CeBIT�
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/CeBIT�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_expo�
http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2010/03/thought-control-headset-reads-you-mind/�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain%E2%80%93computer_interface�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electroencephalography�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allan_Snyder�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neil_Weste�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tan_Le�
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transmit vital information from cardiac pacemakers to doctors, and they facilitate the 

intelligent control of modern industrial plants. The unseen computer is the link between the 

real world and the digital world. In 1962 the futurologist and science fiction author 

Sir_Arthur C. Clarke famously wrote: “Any sufficiently advanced technology is 

indistinguishable from magic.” Since then information technology has come close to 

fulfiling Clarke’s prediction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_C._Clarke�
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 “ A fiber optic camera observes a five-month-old MALE FETUS as he 
 gently floats, weightless, suspended in the amniotic fluid of 
 his mother's womb.  We focus on the unborn's hand, already a 
 tiny, exquisite work of art, moving towards his newly formed 
 lips.  He sucks his thumb.”  
      (A Niccol, Script of the film) 

The “TRUE-MAN Show”: a permanent Media-Simulated Reality 

The Truman Show is a 1998 comedy-drama movie directed by Peter Weir and written by 

New Zealander Andrew Niccol6

While the original draft was more in tone of a science fiction 

.  

thriller, the movie is framed 

around the television show "The Truman Show." Its main character, Truman Burbank, has 

                                                 
6 Andrew M. Niccol (1964) is a New Zealand born screenwriter, producer, and director. He also 
wrote and directed Gattaca, S1m0ne movies, in which certain ideas of transhumanism  (such as 
human enhancement by technology ) can be traced. 

http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Truman-Show,-The.html�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1998_in_film�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy-drama�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Weir�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Niccol�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thriller_%28genre%29�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screenwriter�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_producer�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_director�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gattaca�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S1m0ne�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truman_Show�
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lived his entire life since before birth in front of cameras for the show, though he himself is 

unaware of this fact.  

Truman's life is filmed through thousands of hidden cameras, 24 hours a day and 

broadcast live around the world, allowing executive producer Christof to capture Truman's 

real emotion and human behavior when put in certain situations.  In this case Simulation is 

organic, but controlled again by other people. Truman's hometown of Seahaven is a 

complete set built under a giant dome and populated by the show's actors and crew, 

allowing Christof to control every aspect of Truman's life, even the weather.  

Already in the 1959 Philip K. Dick novel "Time Out Of Joint" there is the story of a man 

who realizes that the town he lives in has been constructed and populated by actors in 

order to imprison him without his knowledge.   

Truman, the name of the main character, is a composite word coming form  two English 

words: "True" (treal) and "Man" (male human).This indicates immediately that Truman is 

the only to be real in the Show and each other is a fake. In the Movie there are also 

obvious references to George Orwell: the figure of Christof can not make it back to mind 

the omnipresent eye of Big Brother of his most famous novel 1984. The movie theme 

seems to have also some links with Gnosticism,  a philosophical and religious approach 

that describes the world in which we live in as essentially false and  result of the creation 

process made by the Demiurge. 

In this case simulation is global and not controlled by the single man that experiences and 

suffers it. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_k_dick�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_Out_Of_Joint�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_orwell�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demiurge�
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«Remember: There is no Spoon.» 

“Reality is a Thing of the Past.» 

(MATRIX promotion slogans) 

“The Matrix got many otherwise not-so-philosophical minds ruminating on the 
nature of reality. But the scenario depicted in the movie is ridiculous: human brains 

being kept in tanks by intelligent machines just to produce power.”  

N.BOSTROM, The Simulation Argument: Why the Probability that You Are Living in a 
Matrix is Quite High 

Times Higher Education Supplement, May 16, 2003 
 

The MATRIX: a brain-computer Simulated Reality 

In a brain-computer interface simulation, each participant enters from outside, directly 

connecting their brain to the simulation computer. The computer transmits sensory data to 

http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Matrix,-The.html�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain-computer_interface�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Matrix�
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the participant, reads and responds to their desires and actions in return; in this manner 

they interact with the simulated world and receive feedback from it. 

The Matrix is a 1999 American science fiction-action movie written and directed by Larry 

and Andy Wachowski7

Matrix

.; The film describes a future in which reality as perceived by 

humans is actually the : a simulated reality created by sentient machines in order to 

pacify and subdue the human population, while their bodies' heat and electrical activity are 

used as an energy source.  

In this case a voluntary shut down is not good for machines. But an occasional shut down 

is still possible. 

In the script of the movie there are several fascinating quotations on the simulation issue. 

Here following some impressive ones: 

“What do you mean for “real”? Give me a definition of “real”. If you're referring to what we 

perceive, what we smell, touch and feel are  simple electrical signals interpreted by the 

brain. This is the world that you know. The world as it was in the late twentieth century. 

And that now exists only as part of a neuro-interactive simulation that we call the Matrix”.  

“Have you ever stopped a moment to observe? To admire the beauty? the genius? Billions 

of people living their lives, unaware. You knew that the first Matrix was designed to be a 

perfect human world? … you have done your time. Future is our world, Morpheus. The 

future is our time”. 

 

 

 
                                                 
7 Some ideas behind the movie seems to be close to Simulacra and Simulation, a  treatise by 
French Philosopher Jean Baudrillard (1929-2007) in which he discusses the interaction among 
reality, symbols and society. Baudrillard, in a similar way to Bostrom, refused the simulation idea in 
the film: “ Sadly, the mechanism is roughly done.. Either characters are in the Matrix, that is in the 
digitalisation of everything. Or they are radically out of it, as it happens at Zion, the city of the 
rebels. Actually, the most interesting thing would be to show what does happen at the joining of 
these two worlds. Anyway, the real nuisance in this movie is that the brand-new problem of the 
simulation is mistaken with the very classic problem of the illusion, already mentionned by Plato. 
Here lies the mistake.” Baudrillard, Le Nouvel Observateur,  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_fiction_film�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_film�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wachowski_brothers�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wachowski_brothers�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_%28fictional_universe%29�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulated_reality�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermoregulation�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treatise�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Baudrillard�
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In a first approach, how can we discover to be (or not) in a simulated universe? In this 

section we will adopt non standard “meditative” or intuitive” tools such as insight. In  

chapter two we will adopt standard logic and philosophical tools based on traditional 

analysis. 

Insight (lit. “inner vision”) is a term used in psychology that defines the concept of intuition 

in its immediate form. Cognitive psychology defines Insight as a form of reasoning that 

rather than analyzing a problem in details through a process of progressive approach to 

the solution, allows to reach it through sudden ideas.  

This “ non classical analysis method” allows to study simulation from  non traditional points 

of view. 

Adopting this mental technique, a first result in order to approach the simulation hypotheis 

is the déjà vu argument. The deja vu (from French  "already seen"), is the feeling of 

having previously experienced an event. An interruption (a "blackout" or a "reset") in the 

continuity of attention would cause reprocessing information. A short circuit in the central 

nervous system, according to some scientific researches.  If we consider the computer 

simulation scenario, this event could be related to an internal error /reprocessing of the 

system. So déjà vu could be viewed as an indirect proof of simulation. 

Speculating in a non standard way we have also to so say that the existential risk8

                                                 
8 Although in Bostrom essays “risk” and “threat” concepts are used as synonymous words , the 
possible definitions of threat and risk are quite different. Threat is often described as the sum of 
two components: Capability + Intention,  while Risk should be composed by threat  two elements 
(C+I ) + System Vulnerability.  For a Bushman or an Afghan there is no computer capability, 
neither intention. So no threat is perceived, even if there should be an objective and potential 
system vulnerability. 

 of 

simulation shut down is not perceived from an Afghan or by an African Bushman, who do 

not have a mental risk structure similar to ours. According to a Bushman, for example, the 

stars are “holes” orginated by the daily movement of leather skin that covers the sky every 

day. For a Bushman a perceived risk is that the cover of leather could  break completely. A 

Western man does not perceive this existential risk.  

    1.2. Simulation preliminary study  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%A9j%C3%A0_vu�
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The  system of believes determines the structure of risks, and it is always subjective 
and related to a particular culture, time and space. 

A similar example could come from the so called “EBE (Extraterrestrial Biological Entity) 

Argument”. Imagine a  spacecraft that would travel in the space with a group of Martians.  

Well: with this apparently simple representation and visualization there is again an 

ethnocentric problem. there would be to discuss whether in the mental archetypes of a 

rural remote civilization exists the concept of alien, just as instinctively understood by the 

Western. Speaking of Alien in an rural context we might be talking of nothing. From an 

anthropological point of view we could assume that there is no such inducted idea in a  

rural mindscape.  

According to Thomas Kuhn ( The Structure of Scientifc Revolutions, 1963) the 

preference criteria according to which theories are processed and imposed  rely heavily on 

extra-scientific context in which they arose (metaphysical, religious, technological  

convictions). Also in Vygotsky, Soviet psychologist and founder of the “cultural-historical 

psychology, the central idea is that the development of the psyche and its representations 

is guided and influenced by social context, and culture of the particular place and historical 

moment in which the individual is experiencing. 

But, speculating in a deeper and more subtle way, the problem with simulation issue is 

more complex. According to the standards of Analytic Philosophy, ceteris paribus, a 

philosophical theory that preserves the truth of common sense is better than one that 

contradicts it.  But, on the other hand, it appears also true that complex systems are 

counter-intuitive9.. For example, millions of couples still declare their love kissing  each 

other when “the sun goes down”, even if after Copernican Shift we know that is not true: 

sun does not move. From a simple linguistic analysis we discover to commonly say 

“sunrise, sunset” , and that these are just miths and false representations. There is no 

sunrise or sunset. But they are real in our minds. Reality in this case in counter-intuitive10

                                                 
9 COUNTERINTUITIVE BEHAVIOR OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS By JAY W. FORRESTER January 
1971, Technology Review, Alumni Association of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

.. 

10 Watzlawick P. “The Invented Reality - How Do We Know What We Believe We Know?”, W. 
W. Norton and Co, New York, 1984.” ...what is found is an invention whose inventor is unaware 
of his act of invention, who considers it as something that exists independently of him … 
“(Watzlawick, p. 10). 

http://www.amazon.com/Structure-Scientific-Revolutions-Thomas-Kuhn/dp/1443255440/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1287061075&sr=1-1-spell#_�
http://www.amazon.com/Invented-Reality-Know-What-Believe/dp/0393017311�
http://www.amazon.com/Invented-Reality-Know-What-Believe/dp/0393017311�
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2.1. Categories of misperception and bias towards the simulation argument. 

In the previous chapter we have had some descriptions of simulated reality  through fiction 

movies and we have made some non standard speculations. Now we should consider 

simulation as standard philosophical, epistemological and ontological problem and 

exhamine it.  Behind a very  simple  proposition  such as “ Real is not real ” there is a 

precise bias towards the idea of Real. We could find at least 3 a priori judgments: 

1. Worst-Case Analysis: Excessive skepticism. Reflects pessimism and extreme 
caution, based on predilection (cognitive predisposition), adverse past 
experience, or on support of personal or organizational interest or policy 
preferences. 

 
2. Wishful Thinking : Hyper-credulity. Excessive optimism born of smugness and 

overconfidence. 
 
3. Organizational parochialism: Selective focus or rigid adherence to prior 

judgments based onorganizational norms or loyalties. Can result from functional 
specialization. Groupthink or stereotypical thinking. 

 

Simulation  “Explosion Chart”: 

Traditional Analysis and Evaluation of the concept. 

 

 

 

2 

SIMULATION SHUT DOWN  
RISK ANALYSIS /RISK ASSESSMENT  

PROBABILITY  IMPACT  

 Assets Value 
(HUMANITY)  

Opportunity 
(?)  

Capacity 
(?)  

Intent 
(?)  
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On the contrary,  also the simple tautological proposition  “ Real must be real! ”  is 

conditioned by at least three a priori judgments: 

1. Conservatism in Probability Estimation: In a desire to avoid risk, tendency to 
avoid estimating extremely high or extremely low probabilities. Routine thinking. 
Inclination to judge new phenomena in light of past experience, to miss 
essentially novel situational elements, or failure to reexamine established 
tenets. Tendency to seek confirmation of prior held beliefs. 

 
2. Defensive Avoidance: Refusal to perceive and understand extremely threatening 

stimuli. Need to avoid painful choices. Leads to wishful thinking. 
 
3. Organizational parochialism: Selective focus or rigid adherence to prior 

judgments based on organizational norms or loyalties. Can result from 
functional specialization. Groupthink or stereotypical thinking. 11

 
 

We could say that all western philosophy history  fluctuates between these two main 

structural biases about the a priori judgment in simulation argument. Now we will consider 

different western philosophers conceptual tools in order to better study the Simulation 

issue. 

 

1. Plato (428/427 BC– 348/347 BC) 

The Allegory of the Cave, also commonly known as Myth of the Cave, Metaphor of the 

Cave, The Cave Analogy, Plato's Cave or the Parable of the Cave, is an allegory used by 

the Greek philosopher Plato in his work The Republic to illustrate "our nature in its 

education and want of education". The allegory of the cave is written as a fictional dialogue 

between Plato's teacher Socrates and Plato's brother Glaucon, at the beginning of 

Book VII. In the knowledge continuum, Plato identifies different levels of approach (Line 

Theory): Imagination and Faith at the Opinion level, intellective sphere and intellection at 

the Science Level. Using Plato’s tool , we could say that the Simulation Argument could be 

very probable. We are living in a cave and we think like Julio Cesar about LCD TV. We are 

still at the “imagination and faith level”. 

                                                 
11  Lisa Krizan. Intelligence Essential for Everyone. Washington D.C. Joint Military Intelligence 
College, June 1999 
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2. St. ANSELM and GAUNILO (1033 -1109) 

Gaunilo (or Gaunilon) of Marmoutiers was an 11th-century Benedictine monk, best known 

for his criticism of St Anselm's ontological argument for the existence of God.  Anselm 

claimed his ontological argument as proof of the existence of God, whom he described as 

that being than which no greater can be conceived. A god that does not exist cannot be 

that than which no greater can be conceived, as existence would make it greater. Thus, 

according to St. Anselm, the concept of God necessarily entails His existence.  

Paraphrasing Bostrom Simulation argument, and changing the world “God” with 

“Simulation” we could say: 

1. Posthuman races, in order to be really post-human, have necessarily to develop 

simulation ability. Simulation is a post-human irrefutable capacity. 

2. If we run in a simulated world ran by post-human race, why there are poors, ills  

wars and limited resources? What about the ethics of this simulation? Why a 

post.human race has built the programme with all of these “ethic bugs”? We could 

conclude that Simulation does not exists because if we live in simulation, simulation 

should be ethically good, or ethically perfect..  

Gaunilo criticised Anselm's argument by employing the same reasoning, via reductio ad 

absurdum, to "prove" the existence of the mythical "Lost Island", the greatest or most 

perfect island conceivable: if the island of which we are thinking does not exist, it cannot 

be the greatest conceivable island, for, to be the greatest conceivable island, it would have 

to exist, as any existent island would be greater than an imaginary one. This, of course, is 

merely a direct application of Anselm's own premise that existence is a perfection. Since 

we can conceive of this greatest or most perfect conceivable island, it must, by Anselm's 

way of thinking, exist. While this argument is absurd, Gaunilo claims that it is no more so 

than Anselm's. 
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Francis Bacon (1562- 1626) 

Bacon did not propose an actual philosophy, but rather a method of developing 

philosophy. He argued that although philosophy at the time used the deductive syllogism 

to interpret nature, the philosopher should instead proceed through inductive reasoning 

from fact to axiom to law. Before beginning this induction, the inquirer is to free his or her 

mind from certain false notions or tendencies which distort the truth. These are called 

"Idols" (idola)[21], and are of four kinds: 

- "Idols of the Tribe" (idola tribus), which are common to the race; 

-"Idols of the Den" (idola specus), which are peculiar to the individual; 

- "Idols of the Marketplace" (idola fori), coming from the misuse of language;  

- "Idols of the Theatre" (idola theatri), which result from an abuse of authority. 

Considering the simulation issue, adopting Bacon methodology, we could say: Simulation 

could be an idol of contemporary  technological “mindscape”. And, by the way, and indirect 

proof of the power of idola could came  from the same description of FHI (Future of 
Humanity Institute)  We can read in FHI web page : “Founded in 2005, FHI has already 

gained a reputation for its groundbreaking research and its prolific, high quality, original 

scholarship”. 

Here we can find a very common idol of marketplace coming from the language. FHI in 

2010 speaks about “scholarship” because it is victim of its geographical cognitive point of 

view . 12

the_medium (even a specifc  language) is (creates and recreates) the message

 This is a cognitive and representation limit.  Even if Nick Bostrom is a Swedish, 

the system he uses to publish his ideas, symbols and words is immersed in an Anglo-

saxon language structure.  Probably a Russian or a Chinese Philosopher would structure 

ontological concepts in very different ways. And this is very important, because 

“ " 

                                                 
12  For an interesting study of the “maritime and insular distortion” in AngloSaxon language and 
world representation and visualization see also: Luca Bellocchio, Anglosfera: Forma e Forza del 
nuovo Pan-Anglismo, il Melangolo, 2006. Chapter 3: L’abbraccio oceanico: una comune 
concezione insulare e marittima del Globo. 
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For FHI, Oxford Department of Philosophy and of course for English language and  system 

of objects in general there are “ships” of scholars, there is a ship of leaders (leadership 

term)  perhaps there are many ships of readers (readership term). This sounds as a bias 

and a distortion from an Italian linguistics point of view. Is Reality made of ships? Are ships 

conceptually adequate to describe reality and relations among elements? Can we “connect 

the dots” if we are separate in different ships? So, with this only apparently naïve example 

we have to consider how the basic linguistic tools alter the construction of reality. And if 

the linguistic building blocks are slippery and biased, how we can we trust complex 

ontological arguments such as simulation made of these blocks? This is not to depreciate 

the high value of centuries of  English analytic philosophy tradition, of course. But it is just 

to relativize it. 

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662). Simulation as a bet. 

“We evaluate these two cases: if you win, you win everything, if you lose you lose nothing. 

Bet, then, that God exists, without hesitation" 

(Blaise Pascal, Pensées, 233) 

"Betting" that Simulation does not exist, you do not win anything. On the contrary, "betting" 

that Simulation exists you win everything  (in the sense of infinite recursive possibilities of  

recursive lifes). This approach to simulation appears to be quite interesting. 

Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872). Simulation and anthropocentrism. 

In the so called "Left Hegelian Party” the German philosopher L. Feuerbach with his  

anthropocentric revolution affirmed : "it is not 'God has made man in His image and 

likeness, but man to make God a simulacrum of power and absolute perfection". 

By analogy, against the new “religious-computer simulacrum" and the concept of a 

computer simulation  we should say that it is not computer science to create humans and 

simulation, but humans who made computers giving them power and increasing simulation 

features. Bostrom, under this perspective, should be considered  a victim of his time, his 

training and the paradigm of his time.  
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Max Stirner (1806-1856) and “Simulation-ism” as ideology. 

Stirner, going beyond Feurbach postions,  proclaims that all religions and ideologies are 

based primarily upon superstitions and therefore denounces as superstitious nationalism, 

statism, liberalism, socialism, communism and humanism. Adopting Stirner point of view, 

Computer technology could be seen as a new superstition? Could it be described as a 

Simulationism? Such a theoretical deformation that could eviscerate reality could be 

described in these terms by the so-called left-Hegelian philosopher Max Stirner: 

“How many and what plunders I was forced to endure over the centuries!  

I had to tolerate the sun, moon, stars, cats, crocodiles arrogate to themselves 

the honor of representing the self, then passed the honor to Jehovah, the 

Lord's Prayer, Allah, (today the God of Bits and Processors)  all rubbed "ego 

"and I witnessed indifferent to such a spectacle. And so I always saw my self 

on top of me, beside me and never came to fix it inside of me”. 13

Roger  Penrose (1931-)

 

 and the problem of the “beauty” of Simulation argument . 

The theoretical physicist Roger Penrose spoke about a real gain of "beauty" in 

mathematics and rigorous reasoning in the sense that the aesthetic qualities of a concept 

inexplicably give a high probability of acceptance of that  idea. Simulation issue is 

theoretically wonderful as concept14

John Bell (1928-1990)

. In this sense, so many formal and informal 

demonstrations as well as popularizations of it spread over time and space in history.  

 and the Simulation everyday. the Problem of  Quantum 
Mechanics. 

Bell's theorem is the most famous legacy of the Irish physicist John Bell. It is remarkable 

because it shows that the predictions of quantum mechanics differ from those of intuition. 

Bell's theorem, reduced to its philosophical essence, says something of extraordinary 

beauty: The reality is a macroscopic property of objects. Transcending the category 

aggregation, one realizes  that atoms have no color and that an elementary particle is just 

                                                 
13 M. Stirner,Der Einzige und sein Eigentum , 1845. 

14 U. Nicola, Philosophy illustrated Atlas, Demetra Editions, 1999. 
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the solution of a differential equation15

quantum mechanics
. The constituents have no reality. In this sense,  

 already tells us that we live in a simulation. Macro aggregates are 

already  'a simulation of reality'. And what if the movement in electrons of atoms are 

themselves computed by an unknown substrate? 

Kurt Godel (1906-1978). Simulation as unspeakable. 

For Godel's incompleteness theorem any “sufficiently powerful” system always contains 

basic propositions that can not be proven within same system’s rules. A sort of semi mirror 

box, if we  also consider  what  F. Nietzsche assumes in the Gay Science (1882): “the 

truth of men is an  irrefutable error with the epistemological means at their disposal in a 

certain time and space.”. The conclusion is that  the simulation argument is, at some stage 

of technological development, in principle irrefutable and out of our  reach.  

2.3. Pros & Cons  a Simulation Scenario.  

As Bostrom stated, while the full simulation argument employs some probability theory and 

formalism”, the gist of it can be understood in intuitive terms: 

1. Almost all civilisations at our level  of development become extinct 
before  becoming technologically mature 

 
2. The fraction of technologically mature civilisations that are interested 

in creating ancestor simulations is almost zero. (requires that there is 
a strong convergence among aladvanced civilisations, such that 
almost none of them are interested in running ancestor simulations.) 

 
3. You are almost certainly living in a computer simulation. 

 

Let’s now consider  BOSTROM final propositions in  the simulation argument: 
 
 

“The conclusion is simply that at least one of the three propositions is true, 
and it does not tell  us which one  ”.  

 
This proposition appears to be  LOGICALLY INCOMPLETE. 
 

                                                 
15 Popularization of Bell Theorem made by P. Odifreddi in Vacances de l’Esprit, S. Vincenzo Riva 
degli Etruschi (LI), April 2007. 
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“if you think that propositions one and two are both false, you should 
accept the third.  It is not coherent to reject all three”.  

 
This proposition appears to be  LOGICALLY  FORCED.  
 
More generally speaking, analyzing the possible “limits” in BOSTROM Argument, we can 

find at least three different orders of problems: 

1)  The  “logical” problem  

2)  The “probabilistic” problem  

3)  The “metaphysical” problem. 

 

 

1) The problem of the general logic used. The Principle of bivalence. 

In logic, the principle of bivalence states that for any proposition P, either P is true or P is 

false, namely that the degree of truth of a proposition admits discrete values  (TRUE, 

FALSE). In classical logic, the bivalence principle  is equivalent to the claim that there can 

be no propositions which are neither true nor false, since such propositions are 

undecidable. In intuitionistic logic, sometimes the truth value of a proposition P can not be 

determined (ie P can be neither proven nor disproven): in this case, P simply has no truth 

value. Other types of logic, such as multi-purpose logic, especially fuzzy logic, can assign 

to a P value of intermediate or indeterminate truth. 

Therefore: 

ORDINARY BINARY LOGIC (USED BY BOSTROM) IS A LOGIC THAT ALLOWS ONLY 

YES/NO OPTIONS ABOUT A PROPOSTION. 

FUZZY LOGIC (THEORETICAL POSSIBLE) IS A LOGIC THAT ALLOWS ALSO 

“PERHAPS OPTION” ABOUT A PROPOSITION. We are not logically forced to say that at 

least one of the three propositions is true.  
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The proposition used by Bostrom  “It is not coherent to reject all three” is limited to the 

coherence within a particular classical logical proceeding. Therefore the  “coherence 

concept”  is relative to the logic that we want to use. 

2) The “probability issue” as a possible weakness in Bostrom argument  

Bostrom adopts  in his essay a  specific definition of probability, the so called “Laplacian”.  

classic  probability16

Italian Bruno De Finetti

. In the  classical probability conceptualization, the probability of an 

event is the ratio between the number of cases favorable to the event and the number of 

possible cases, considering that they are all equally likely.  The first big question is: with 

simulation as possible statistical outcome, is it conceptually correct to speak in 

equiprobable terms ?  Furthermore, the classic definition allows to actually study the 

probability in many situations. It is also an operational definition and thus provides a 

method for the calculation. Nevertheless it has several not insignificant drawbacks : 1) 

From the formal point of view, this definition is circular since it requires that all cases 

possess the same probability 2) does not define the probability in case of not equally likely 

events; 3)  it assumes a finite number of possible outcomes and therefore can not be used  

“in the continuum”. 
17  has proposed a subjective definition of probability that applies to  

experiments whose elementary events are not considered equally possible and are not 

necessarily repeated several times under the same conditions: according to DE FINETTI 

Theory, the probability of an event is the price that an individual is  to pay to receive 1 if 

the event occurs, 0 if the event does not occur. The subjective definition remains founded 

on the views of individuals who may have different propensities to take risks. This is 

applicable also on existential risks., that is just a subcategory of risk.  18

 

 

                                                 
16 Pierre-Simon, marquis de Laplace (1749–1827) was a French mathematician and astronomer 
whose work was pivotal to the development of mathematical astronomy and statistics. 

17 Bruno de Finetti (1906 –1985) was an Italian probabilist, statistician and actuary, noted for the 
"operational subjective" conception of probability. 

18 De Finetti, B., 1937, “La Prévision: Ses Lois Logiques, Ses Sources Subjectives”, Annales de 
l”Institut Henri Poincaré, 7: 1-68; translated as “Foresight. Its Logical Laws, Its Subjective 
Sources”. On Subjective probability  See also: Domenico Piccolo, Statistica, Il Mulino, Bologna, 
1998. 
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3) The problem of some specific concepts and  the “ghost” of metaphisics 

Alfred Tarski'  (1901–1983) s 1936 article "On the concept of logical consequence" 

argued that the conclusion of an argument will follow logically from its premises if and only 

if every model of the premises is a model of the conclusion.  

Rudolf Carnap ( 1891 –1970) was an influential German-born philosopher who was active 

in Europe before 1935 and in the United States thereafter. He was a leading member of 

the Vienna Circle and a prominent advocate of logical positivism. In Carnap's Logical 
Syntax of Language there is the overcoming of  traditional metaphysics through logical 

analysis of language.Meta-physical propositions should be considered meaningless, since 

making use of terms without empirical reference.  Carnap compared metaphysical 

philosophers  to musicians, but without artistic talent.  

In the case of Bostrom, “post-human concept” appears quite fragile and without direct 

empirical reference.  The reference is just supposed and based on likelihood of future 

expectations. “Post-human” is therefore logically very close to a sort of  metaphysical 

concept. 

Making a content analysis of BOSTROM conclusion we could find some possible “bugs” 

such as: NON VERIFICABLE ASTRACTION /METAPHISICAL CONCEPT and FALSE 

EMPIRIC REFERENCE. 

BOSTROM Assumptions for simulation argument. Some considerations about them. 

1.  Conscious minds could in principle be implemented not only on carbon-based 

biological neurons (such as those inside your head) but also on some other 

computational substrate such as silicon-based processors. 

2.  The computers we have today are not powerful enough to run the computational 

processes that take place in your brain 

3.  It is in principle possible to implement a human mind on a sufficiently fast computer. 

Doing so would require very powerful hardware that we do not yet have . 

4.  There is no known physical law or material constraint that would prevent a sufficiently 

technologically advanced civilisation from implementing human minds in computers. 
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On assumption 3 there are some doubts.  

Even if a computer reaches and recreates computational and quantitative processes of 

human minds, still remains the qualitative issue. A carbon-based biological and traditional 

human, with sense of humor and open mind can think  this scene:  A man goes to the bar, 

asks for a glass of water for the hiccups. The bartender takes a gun against the man. For 

the fear, the hiccups is vanished and the man says thanks to the bartender.  Implementing 

a computer with silicon-based processors  for human mind in a similar situation appears to 

be quite difficult for several reasons.  

The algorithm that should be implemented includes:  

1) Recognition and differentiation between natural and direct use of water glass (thirst) and 

indirect instrumental purpose (hiccups).  

2) Creative interaction and problem solving techniques with non standard insight of the 

bartender who understands the indirect purpose and uses a deadly tool to heal the man 

(logical paradox of evil that is a sort of medicine).  

3) Paradox of satisfaction without satisfaction. Man thanks for that purpose achieved (no 

more hiccups) even though his original request (glass of water) has not been satisfied.  

For a computer mind there are several problems: At the sight of the firearm the “digital 

man” would escape in consequence of a pre-charged conservative criterion? The non 

satisfaction of the original request (water glass) could create a recursive loop ? 
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Theoretical Future Military response to a possible Shut Down:  

The “Emulation Effort” with Supergrid Computers. 

3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the analysis of the simulation idea through different philosophical visions made in 

chapter two, we must now  consider possible solution to the concrete risk of a simulation 

shut down. In this sense we assume that simulation exists and we consider the problem of 

a possible shut down. A part from any kind of speculation about misperception and bias, if 

we have to give "credibility'" to the philosophical assumption of simulation, then 

theoretically we could say that a software emulation or more commonly an emulator 

would be a possible  "solution". The theoretical problem here is that it is possible to create 

an emulator, but it appears difficult to “insert” it. Emulator runs on the same substrate of 

reality and it is a system internal instrument.  But the emulator could allow the execution of 

software-in this case the man-in a simulated environment originally written for a hardware / 

software other than that on which the emulator runs. 

Specifically, An emulator in computer sciences duplicates (provides an emulation of) the 

functions of one system using a different system, so that the second system behaves like 

(and appears to be) the first system. So if the simulation in shut down, with emulation we 

could “turn the light on” and recreate (resurrect) a simulated reality or avoid discontinuation 

in a limited subset of original simulation. 

The word "emulator" was coined in 1957 at IBM, as an optional feature in the IBM 709 to 

execute legacy IBM 704 programs on the IBM 709.  
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THE GRID ISSUE IN EMULATION EFFORT. 

Grid computing or grid systems are distributed computing infrastructure used for 

processing large amounts of data, using  vast amount of resources. In particular, these 

systems allow the coordinated sharing of resources within a virtual organization. The term 

"Grid" was coined in the mid-nineties. The real and specific problem underlying the Grid 

concept is  resources coordination  within a dynamic and multi-institutional virtual 

organization. The sharing is not limited to the exchange of files, but extends to direct 

access to computer software, in general all the necessary hardware to solve a scientific 

problem, or industrial engineering. Currently, the most important European grid is in CERN 

Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire)- Geneva (Switzerland). Specifically, The 

LHC Computing Grid, launched on October 2008 is a distribution network designed by 

CERN to handle the massive amounts of data produced by the Large Hadron Collider 

(LHC). It incorporates both private fiber optic cable links and existing high-speed portions 

of the public Internet.  Memory and computing resources (CE - Computing Element and 

SE - Storage Element) necessary in order to run an emulation effort appears to be quite 

high. CERN could be a first “hub” in order to conduct an emulation effort. For the second 

time in History, CERN could create a revolution in human mankind. After global digital 

exchange information, global digital survival19

What is the military role in this possible scenario? 

 

Surely military world can’t do the emulation effort alone. Military need additional resources 

from  Academia and Scientific world (such as CERN community). Military also have needs 

of Policy, and this is a political issue. But perhaps military can take the “operational lead” 

of the project, because military have The Discipline and Command Structure. C4ISTAR is 

the acronym used to represent the group of the military functions designated by C4 

(command, control, communications, computers), I (military intelligence), and STAR 

(surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance) in order to enable the coordination of 

operation. 

                                                 
19 The World Wide Web was born at CERN in 1989, from an Idea of Tim Berners-Lee in order to 
efficiently exchange data among those who worked in several experiments. Tim Berners-Lee also 
developed the infrastructure to the Web and that is the first web server. On 30 April 1993 CERN 
announced that the World Wide Web would be free for all. 
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Other organizations could support the emulation effort. These institutions are very close to 

military mindscape. The additional resources could be for example: 

U.S. NSA (National Security Agency) Calculus power. 

The National Security Agency (NSA) is the largest intelligence agency in the world It  

specializes in three sectors basically. One is interception of communications, 

eavesdropping on communications worldwide, whether it's military communications, 

diplomatic communications or terrorist communications. The second is generation and 

breaking of codes. A lot of that communications, especially nowadays, is encrypted, put in 

scrambled communications ands o forth, so the second function is breaking that codes, 

breaking those cyphers. The third function is creating a code system for the US, a very 

secure cypher system. James Bamford (1946),  an American bestselling author and 

journalist In his  Body of Secrets: Anatomy of the Ultra-Secret National Security 
Agency (2001) - Chapter 14 - analyses the computer power history  and future projections 

of NSA. In the final lines he states: 

“Bell Laboratories are studying about living computers creating molecular 

engines starting from DNA. Eventually NASA may be able to achieve 

perfection in great secrecy in terms of speed, 'compatibility' and efficiency: 

a computer with petaflop speed  and beyond, enclosed in less than one 

liter space  and fed with only 10 watts of power: the human brain.” 20

 

 

-NASA Advanced Supercomputing (NAS) Division. It is located at the NASA Ames 
Research Center in Moffett Field, California (near Mountain View, California). It provides 

computing resources for various NASA projects including: simulating space shuttle 

launches for future space missions, projecting the impact of human activity on weather 

patterns, by designing safe, efficient space exploration vehicles and aircraft. Today 

Computing power NASA appears to be very far from the legendary and  onboard computer 

                                                 
20 J. Bamford, Body of Secrets: Anatomy of the Ultra-Secret National Security Agency, pag.570. 
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on the Apollo lunar module in the sixties, when the computational power was inferior to a 

modern mobile phone21

Generally speaking, the new world of 

. 

qubit (quantum bit) and Molecular electronics 

(sometimes called moletronics)  could play a big role in a possible future emulation effort. 

Also the so called “Matrioshka Brains” (MB) described by  Rober J. Bradbury, that  are 

megascale computers constructed out of microelectronic and/or nanoscale components22

Outside Europe and US also Chinese government is enforcing its calculus power. We 

should consider  that  these machines  can do everything: they are used to find new oil 

fields, inside nuclear laboratories, for the weather forecast and for aerodynamics or fluid 

dynamics simulations. And in future, probably, also manage emulation efforts for mankind. 

In any case, distribution of Supercomputers could be considered today as a real indicator 

of leadership worldwide. Even the Indians, who probably have the best software designers  

in the world today, are investing a lot in supercomputers. 

, 

could be considered  as useful tools for this possible effort. 

                                                 
21  According to “ The top 500 supercomputer sites Report” –November 2009- NASA ranks only 6th 
in the special list of supercompters around the world. NASA/Ames Research Center/NAS SGI Altix 
ICE 8200EX, Xeon QC 3.0 GHz/Nehalem EP 2.93 Ghz. 

22  R. J. Bradbury, Matrioshka Brains. 
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According “ The top 500 supercomputer sites Report "the following is the “top 10 list” for 

supercomputers around the world:  

 

Sites for June 2010: 

Rank Site Computer 

1 Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
United States 

Jaguar - Cray XT5-HE Opteron Six Core 2.6 GHz 
Cray Inc. 

2 National Supercomputing Centre in 
Shenzhen (NSCS) China 

Nebulae - Dawning TC3600 Blade, Intel X5650, 
NVidia Tesla C2050 GPU Dawning 

3 DOE/NNSA/LANL United States 
Roadrunner - BladeCenter QS22/LS21 Cluster, 
PowerXCell 8i 3.2 Ghz / Opteron DC 1.8 GHz, 
Voltaire Infiniband IBM 

4 
National Institute for Computational 
Sciences/University of Tennessee 
United States 

Kraken XT5 - Cray XT5-HE Opteron Six Core 2.6 
GHz Cray Inc. 

5 Forschungszentrum Juelich (FZJ) 
Germany 

JUGENE - Blue Gene/P Solution 
IBM 

6 NASA/Ames Research Center/NAS 
United States 

Pleiades - SGI Altix ICE 8200EX/8400EX, Xeon 
HT QC 3.0/Xeon Westmere 2.93 Ghz, Infiniband 
SGI 

7 National SuperComputer Center in 
Tianjin/NUDT China 

Tianhe-1 - NUDT TH-1 Cluster, Xeon 
E5540/E5450, ATI Radeon HD 4870 2, Infiniband 
NUDT 

8 DOE/NNSA/LLNL United States BlueGene/L - eServer Blue Gene Solution IBM 

9 Argonne National Laboratory United 
States Intrepid - Blue Gene/P Solution IBM 

10 
Sandia National Laboratories / National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory United 
States 

Red Sky - Sun Blade x6275, Xeon X55xx 2.93 
Ghz, Infiniband Sun Microsystems 

(source: http://www.top500.org/lists/2010/06). 
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The following could be some future possible “tools” in order to manage possible emulation 

results with new technologies and computational powers: A Global Department of 

HomePlanet-Emulation Security: Enhanced  Agencies, National and Transnational Cyber 

and Emulation Security Centers /Investigative Joint Task Forces. 

These are the specific operative assumptions within simulation threat: 

− Prevention and mitigation after shut down: not logically possible 

− Prevention and mitigation before shut down:  create a powerful emulator for the 

future based on the dynamic recompilation of the current simulation matrix. 

− New Technologies and capacities to be developed:  Emulation technologies 

− Possible Armed Forces operational role: Coordination of “hubs” of computing power 

(CERN; NSA; NASA) / Delocalized CYBERDEFENCE –Emulation oriented- new 

tailored Offices. 
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Appendix on Simulation Issue and emulation effort. 

Future Questions: The  transnational industrial- economic issue with emulation effort. 

Which possible international  legal  frame? 

Transcending the theoretical and abstract solution of an emulation effort in order to save 

our race from the risk of a simulation shut down ( the  “pure” science and technology 

problem)  it should not be underestimated the problem of the concrete development and 

coordination of the project in the field of real international politics. ( the “practical” 

economical and Industrial policy problem). 

It is evident that, a part from the idealistic effort, single nation states have their own 

interest and that a national industrial group inside this project could be seen as a “power 

factor” into the global strategy of a country.  For example, we could imagine that  NSA and 

NASA resources devoted to the emulation efforts will be strongly protected by future US 

Government, while Swiss CERN or other national sub-industrial groups working on 

emulation will be a powerful pressure instrument for European Union, that at that time 

could be a real and effective political actor if the idea of state or macro-state will survive in 

future world. 

In this sense, emulation installed capacity and know-how developed by a single country or 

specific international actor could be seen for certain aspects as a new WMD (Weapon of 

Mass Destruction) tool in the world stage.   

Imagine for example a possible dispute between US DARPA ( Defence Advanced 

Research Property Agency), a public body responsible for making common factor 

experiences of different subjects (companies, universities) with the objective of identifying 

innovative technologies that could have implications for national security., and major 

European Industrial Groups such as EADS or Thales  ( that in the future could be 

interested  in emulation business seen as weapon) on economic regime of emulation.  It is 

possible to think to a new scenario of  (Cyber) M.A.D.? ( Mutual Assured Destruction) 

such as the one existent in the cold war era?  

The red button in this case will not launch a ICBM ( Intercontinental Ballistic Missile), 

but will digitally cancel an assigned geographical simulated area in the world. And in this 

case no Nuclear Bunker will  safe life of new emulated populations.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual_assured_destruction�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intercontinental_ballistic_missile�
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In june 2010 a Chinese computing system called Nebulae, built from a Dawning TC3600 

Blade system with Intel X5650 processors and NVidia Tesla C2050 GPUs has became the 

fastest in theoretical peak performance at 2.98 PFlop/s This is the highest rank a Chinese 

system ever achieved. There are now 2 Chinese systems in the TOP10 and 24 in the 

TOP500 computers overall. What is the political meaning of this new race to 

supercomputers? In an era of power of information and not of traditional metallic weapons, 

this  appears  to be a serious question. 

This risk has to be seriously evaluated . It is possible to imagine a START II agreement 

also for “emulation weapons”? How to reduce the strategic impact of emulation?   

If the simulation argument is seriously considered, and if emulation will be a solution, we 

should consider that a possible practical future problem will be of this nature. 

In the international law books of the future, students, a part from the Montego Bay 

Convention of the law of the sea or the regime of the extra-atmospheric arena, will 

probably study the international protection, safeguard or, to use a terminology “dear” to 

Future of Humanity Institute,  “guardianship” of emulated spaces. 

The emulation effort should be necessarly negotiated in international Fora, whatever these 

international organizations will be named in the future. If historical international 

organizations such as UN will be still configured as the international organization that we 

know today, there will be possible problems. Imagine a recommendation approved by the 

General Assembly made in order to preserve the emulation of a little African state that 

creates technical problems because of the sudden and unexpected birth of a new virus 

called e (emulated)-ebola. What will be the decisions of the future Security Council? How 

is probable that Mitsubishi Heavy Industries  (at a time in which Japan will probably be a 

new permanent member of Security Council)  will use is power of veto on the issue? 

If Geopolitcs will be the geopolitcs we know in 2010,  the emulation effort will generate 

several important questions. But geopolitcs is evolutive and perhaps the world will be 

totally changed in his political structure.  In the end, National States and also private 

corporations can be seen just as  “historical contingencies”, according to famous Austrian 

Jurist Hans Kelsen and his  “dogma” of sovereignty.  
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